NOTICE TO MARINERS

No. 17–2019

RIVER MEDWAY- SHEERNESS HARBOUR – SHEERNESS DOCKS – NEW “ROYAL BRIDGE” PONTOON – NAVIGATION LIGHTS

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Retracting RoRo Pontoon between Sheerness No. 1 & No. 2 berths known as the “Royal Bridge” has been replaced with a new Fixed RoRo Pontoon. The existing navigation lights consisting of 2 Fixed red lights in a vertical line in position: 51°26.58’N 000° 44.59’E has been removed and replaced by 2 sets of 2 Fixed red lights in a vertical line marking the upstream and downstream corners that extend out into the River Medway of the new fixed pontoon, as this extends approximately 10m further out from the berth frontage than the old pontoon.

Approximate positions are:
Upstream corner – 51° 26.58’N 000° 44.57’E [AtoN N05406]
Downstream corner - 51° 26.59’N 000° 44.58’E [AtoN N19739] Chart 3683 refers

Further information may be obtained from Medway VTS on VHF Channel 74, call sign “Medway VTS” or telephone 0151 949 6148 or 0151 949 6650.
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